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Analysis of Radial Ba,e E/ects on Acoustic

Characteristics of a Combustion Chamber

Habib ollah Mehrjou', Mohammad Farshchi*, Hadi Mehrjou:

An e#cient 'nite volume approach has been used to develop a three
dimensional Helmholtz acoustic solver for complex geometries9 This acoustic
solver was utilized to obtain characteristic mode shapes and frequencies of a
ba=ed combustion chamber9 An experimental setup> including stationary and
moving sensors> has also been used to measure these quantities for the same
model of combustion chamber9 Although each of these methods has certain
limitations> combination of the numerical results and the experimental data
provide the capability to identify complicated acoustical 'elds created by the
combustor complex geometry9 Using this approach> the eAects of the nozzle
convergent section and the number of radial ba=es on the chamberBs dominant
acoustic modes were investigated9 It is shown that acoustic solver is capable of
capturing major eAects caused by the presence of radial ba=es and combustor
nozzle geometryE however> radial ba=es may produce nonlinear eAects that
cannot be captured by a Helmholtz acoustic solver9

INTRODUCTION
The occurrence of high frequency combustion insta2
bilities in a combustion chamber is associated with
the resonant coupling of the chemical heat release
process and the chamber acoustic 7uctuations leading
to growth of the hot gas pressure oscillations in one
or more acoustic wave modes within the chamber 9:;
<=> Several passive instability control devices have
been used successfully to circumvent this problem 9@=>
Application of radial baBes at the injector face sub2
stantially modiDes the acoustic resonance properties
and changes the oscillatory 7ow pattern in the vicinity
of the injector plate of liquid propellant combustors>
Radial baBes are mostly eFective with transverse wave
motion modiDcation; and are expected to in7uence
pure and mixed tangential modes 9@=> Vortices formed
at the edge of a baBe blade can also dissipate acoustic
energy and increase damping 9I=> However the viscous
eFects are speculated to play a secondary role; and
it is the modiDcation of the chamber acoustic mode
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shapes; especially the transverse modes; that results in
cancellation of the resonating mode> This statement
is supported by the observation that the existence of
radial baBes has a negligible eFect on the damping of
the longitudinal instability modes 9@; K=> Early studies
of the eFects of injector face baBes on the stability
performance of a combustion chamber were limited to
cold acoustic experiments> Wieber 9K= examined the
acoustic behavior of a cold cylindrical chamber with
no mean 7ow under the in7uence of various baBe
patterns> Wieber observed that radial baBes distorted
the acoustic Delds by obstructing particle motion in the
tangential direction; and hence damped the transverse
modes much more eFectively than the longitudinal
modes> Hence he concluded that the orientation
of the baBes with respect to the ordered acoustic
Deld is important> More recently Laudien et"al" 9P=
conducted cold acoustic tests and hot Dring tests> They
reported that a two2bladed baBe conDguration could;
at most; prevent tangential modes from spinning> A
three2bladed baBe design damps the Drst and second
tangential modes> A four2bladed conDguration has no
eFect on the second tangential mode because it can still
develop within the baBe arrangement> The Dve2bladed
design is expected to in7uence all tangential modes up
to the forth> This arrangement shifts the resonant
frequency to lower values; especially for the Drst and
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second tangential modes- and increases damping over
unba8ed con9guration by a factor of 9ve for the 9rst
two modes= however- it does not a>ect the third and
the fourth tangential modes? Laudien et"al" concluded
that based on their own results and those reported by
Harrje and Reardon BCD- the reasonably good agreeE
ment between acoustic cold and hot 9ring decay rates
justi9es the use of the acoustic cold chamber models
as reasonably accurate approximation of combustion
acoustics?

Acoustic mode shapes and frequencies can be
obtained by experimental testing of an acoustical
model of the chamber or by solution of the three
dimensional wave equation for the chamber geometry?
Our original intention was to develop an acoustic 9eld
solver that could replace any cold experimental testing?
The experimental set up was designed to validate the
numerical results? However- it was shown that some of
the mode shapes predicted by the numerical method
are not realized in the experiments- and must be
discarded? Nevertheless- the numerical mode shape
solutions for the modes that are realized experimentally
can be of great assistance in identi9cation and visuE
alization of the mode shape for complex geometries?
In the following sections- we shall 9rst describe our
experimental setup? A second order accurate 9nite
volume based numerical method and its validation
are presented next? Finally numerical results and
the experimental data for a sample combustor are
presented and discussed in details?

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experiments were designed to determine the characterE
istic frequencies and the associated three dimensional
structures of standing and traveling acoustic waves in
a liquid propellant rocket motor combustion chamber?
No provisions for gas Pow in the model were made? The
instrumentation and experimental techniques used in
this work were adopted from earlier work relating to
determination of acoustic characteristics in full scale
rocket motors BQ- R- SD? However- new experimental
techniques were used to map and distinguish the charE
acteristic mode shapes in ba8ed combustors? These
will be discussed in the following?

The internal details of a combustion chamber were
used to build a model? A headEend and a nozzle
throat closure plates were fabricated? Holes were bored
through the sides of the model and through the headE
end and the throat closure plates to allow access for
acoustic drivers and microphones to the model interior?
General geometry of the model and location of access
holes are shown in Figure U? The hole at the center of
the throat closure plate was onEaxis and permitted a
specially designed rod carrying a UV inch microphone
to be inserted and moved along the model axis? The rod

was equipped with a Pip open ninety degrees extension
providing for microphone positioning at half an inch
apart from radial locations? This microphone carrying
rod was connected to a stepper motor creating CRW
degrees rotation at an angular speed of 9ve degrees
per second? The moving microphone assembly was
placed on a rail and moved axially with another stepper
motor at the speed of U?X millimeter per second- Ysee
Figure  Z? Hence- the moving microphone can map
the entire combustor volume? The data acquisition
system consisted of seven UV inch variable capacitance
microphones- preEampli9ers- variable gain ampli9ers-
a terminal box- a data acquisition card with eight
AVD input channels and four DVA outputs? Data
sampling rate was set at  W KHz per channel? Six
of the microphones were 9xed at di>erent locations
on the combustor sides- and one was moved inside
the combustor? The accuracy of a typical microphone
was   dB for the frequency range of W?U to  W
kHz and sound pressure level range of RW to UXW dB?
Motion of the moving microphone was automatically
controlled by the data acquisition computer system
and monitored through two digital cameras? Several
speakers were used as acoustic drivers? The sound
generation system consisted of a function generator-
an ampli9er- a digital multimeter- an oscilloscope- and
up to three speakers? The maximum speaker amplitude
deviation of X? dB from  WW Hz to Q kHz was measured
at the distance of one meter for a one watt input power?

Test procedure consisted of making a _frequency
sweep run_ using speakers to provide continuous freE
quency variation? Data from sweep runs contained
acoustic amplitude as a function of frequency- resultE
ing in an acoustic spectrogram? This would result
in determination of characteristic frequencies of the
combustor? To determine the characteristic mode
shapes of the chamber- a single frequency sinusoidal
signal at a given characteristic frequency is generated
by speakers having equal input power? The acoustic
pressure 9eld is recorded simultaneously by stationary
microphones as well as by the moving microphone while
it sweeps the axial and tangential directions at a 9xed

Figure &' Position of microphone access holes on the
combustion chamber1
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Figure &' Combustor stand and microphone motion
control setup1

radial location9 Measurements are then repeated for
di/erent radial locations9 This provides a complete
three dimensional map of the acoustic >eld inside the
chamber9 To identify the characteristic mode shape
corresponding to a given characteristic frequencyA the
pattern of nodes and antinodes in the acoustic >eld is
required9 The phase angle between the responses from
the moving sensor and any of the stationary sensors
changes by CDE degrees as the moving sensor crosses
a node9 ThereforeA comparison of a stationary sensor
response with that of the moving sensor in addition to
the sound pressure level measurements of the moving
sensor determines the location of nodes and antinodes
of the acoustic >eld9 To the best of our knowledgeA
the use of this technique has not been reported in the
relevant literature before9

GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND
NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Finite element based commercial codes such as
ANSYS r or NASTRAN r have been used by sevK
eral investigators to analyze characteristics of acoustic
>elds inside liquid or solid propellant rocket motors
MNA DO9 Lower order pure axial or tangential modes
have been of particular interest9 In principleA these
codes can provide characteristic frequencies and mode
shapes for chambers with rather complex geometry9
HoweverA it is usually required to implement such an
acoustic >eld prediction code into a stability prediction
code9 ThereforeA researchers have developed their own
acoustic >eld solver MTA CEO9 A >nite volume approach
has been developed by French and Coats MCEO for solid
propellant rocket motors9 They have presented a two
dimensional derivationA and have hinted at the three
dimensional development9

In the present workA a three dimensional >nite
volume method for discretization of the Helmholtz
equation on a structured or an unstructured grid has
been developed9 This is a fully implicit methodA

which results in a matrix whose eigenvalues are directly
related to the characteristic frequencies of the chamber9
The eigenvector associated with each eigenvalue is also
the characteristic acoustic mode shape for the related
frequency9 This method is then used in a ba,ed
combustor and the e/ect of ba,es in distortion of
each mode is identi>ed9 The focus of this paper is
on higher order pure tangential and mixed transverse
modesA which have not been fully treated previously9

Governing Equation
Assuming in>nitesimal perturbations in pressureA temK
peratureA velocity and densityA Euler equations reduce
to the wellKknown acoustic equation with source termsU
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where h and f are source terms that originate from
mean YowA combustionA nonlinear terms and boundary
admittance9 Assuming a harmonic wave behavior in
time with an angular frequency 'A we haveU
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where k V ')c and c is the speed of sound in the media9
Utilizing de>nition of the acoustic velocity potential
and the relation p V "+!  ! t we can express Eq9 W[X
in terms of the acoustic velocity potential9 Note that
the spatial distribution of the acoustic pressure and
the velocity potential are identical9 The homogeneous
form of this equation for the combustion chamber
geometry provides the characteristic frequencies and
mode shapes of the combustor9
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This is the well known Helmholtz equation with a
Neumann boundary condition9 The equation has
in>nite solutionsA each solution being valid for certain
k9 We use a >nite volume discretization method to
solve this equation9

Finite Volume Method
We have used a >nite volume approach on a three
dimensional structured grid9 This method is second
order accurate with a rather simple boundary condition
implementation9 To understand the discretization
method used hereA consider a cubic grid structure with
uniform spacing9 As depicted in Figure 8A there are [^
grid points around a certain given node WiAjAkX in a three
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dimensional grid5 Correspondingly- there are : cubic
volumes around the node <i-j-k> formed by these @A
grid points5 Each of the original : cubes is subdivided
into : more cubes5 The control volume for integration
of the Helmholtz equation is formed by considering :
of these subFcubes that surround the <i-j-k> point5 This
control volume is depicted in the Gnal frame of Figure
H5 Next we integrate Eq5 H over the above control
volumeLZZZ

<r  M k  >dV N O < >

Using the GreenRs theorem we haveLZZ
!<$n&$r >dS M k 

ZZZ
 dV N O <S>

 is considered to be uniform in the above control
volumeT therefore- the volume integral in Eq5 <S> is
evaluated easily5 To determine the surface integral
in Eq5 <S>- we note that the above control volume is
composed of : subFcubes and each subFcub has three
faces shared with other subFcubs in the control volume
and three unshared faces5 Since only contributions
of the unshared faces count toward the value of the
surface integral- then we have @ faces contributing to
the surface integral in Eq5 <S>5 We must evaluate $r 
on each surface5 One of these faces is shown in Figure
 5 In order to evaluate $r on this surface we average
it over volume A shown in Figure  5 Therefore- we will

Figure &' Nodes and volumes around the node .i0j0k3 in a
4D grid and the control volume considered8

Figure (' The assigned volume for evaluating  r! on the
dashed surface8

haveL

$r N
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Applying the GreenRs theorem to the above equation
we haveL

$r N
Z
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To perform the above integration- we must have  and
$n on each surface of volume A5 $n indicates the direction
of each surface- and is a unit vector normal to that
surfaceT it is obtained from geometrical considerations5
The value of  on each surface is considered as the value
of  at the centre of that surface- and can be evaluated
by a simple interpolation5 For example  on the Ar
surface <Figure  > isL
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Boundary Conditions
In a rigidFwalled axiFsymmetric combustion chamber
with a closed headFend and closure plates at the throat
we have three types of boundary conditionsL

" rigid wall boundary condition

" axis boundary condition

" periodic boundary condition

As was mentioned before- the computational control
volume shown in Figure H consists of : cubes that
surround the central node <i-j-k>5 When a node is
placed on a rigid wall- then there are four cubes or
two cubes that surround that node depending on its
location5 In this case- rigid wall boundary condition
is implemented by just considering the existing cubes
and setting the Neumann boundary condition on the
faces that are part of the wall5 Periodic boundary
condition is simply implemented by considering the
same condition for nodes that are at ( N O and the
nodes that are at ( N @)5 Axis boundary condition
requires special treatment5 If the grid is such that there
is a rotational symmetry- then the grid lines collide on
the axis and cubes change to pyramids5 To avoid this
problem- we place the Grst row of nodes at distance
r N ZE # A from the axis- and treat it as a rigid
wall boundary condition5 This way we avoid the axis
singularity line- and have hexahedral computational
meshes everywhere5

Applying Eq5 <S> to every node in the Geld- and
using the above discretization method- we obtain a
coupled system of equations for the values of the
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velocity potential function at three dimensional mesh
points; This is represented in the following form?

@@A!"# A k "# B C DEF

The special form of the system of equations
indicates that evaluation of eigenvalues and eigenvecH
tors of matrix bA will result in determination of the
characteristic frequencies and acoustic mode shapes
of the combustion chamber; The generated matrix
is nonHsymmetric and sparse; Due to the large size
of the above matrixL iterative methods of eigenvalue
determination must be used; These methods Mnd as
many eigenvalues as the user demandsL and are memory
eNcient; Lanczos methodL Block Lanczos method
and Arnoldi method are among the most eNcient
methods; Lanczos method is used for symmetric
matricesL and the other two are used for nonHsymmetric
ones; ARPACK eigensolver package is used here;
This free package is based on the Arnoldi method
STTU; The output of this package is the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of a sparse matrix; The eigenvectors
represent the velocity potential distribution of each
mode; Histories of convergence of the Mrst longitudinal
and Mrst tangential modes of a cylinderL with both ends
closedL are shown in Figure 8;

Acoustic Velocity
Acoustic velocity is the gradient of acoustic velocity
potential; This gradient is calculated at each node of
the domain by averaging it over the control volume
around that node?
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ThereforeL in order to compute the acoustic veH
locity at each nodeL acoustic velocity potential D#F and
corresponding normal vectors on all outer faces of a
control volume must be computed; Since the control
volume consists of Y cubes and each cube has Z outer
facesL then # should be computed on [\ faces along
with the surface area of each face?
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In an axiHsymmetric combustion chamber the value of
the acoustic velocity assigned to the layer of nodes
closest to the axis is set equal to acoustic velocity values
at its upper radial level;

Validation
To evaluate the accuracy of the above acoustic solverL
the characteristic frequencies and mode shapes of a
cylinder with both ends closed are considered; The
exact acoustic characteristic of a cylindrical chamber
can be obtained analytically ST[U; A Mne and a coarse

Figure &' Convergence history of ARPACK2

DaF DbF

Figure (' Pressure contours for 4rd tangential78st longitu7
dinal conjugate modes2

grid are generated for this cylinder; The coarse grid
consists of \C nodes in the tangentialL )L directionL [T
nodes in the axialL zL direction and ^ nodes in the
radialL rL direction; For the Mne gridL these quantities
are doubled; Exact and computational results for the
Mrst nineteen modes are compared in Table T; In the
mode columnL Lx stands for the xth longitudinal modeL
Tx stands for the xth tangential modeL and Rx stands
for the xth radial mode; Mixed modes are designated
accordingly;

Results indicate that the relative error in the Mnite
volume method computations is acceptable even for the
coarse grid; The ratio of errors in the two grids for
all modes is around \L which shows that as the grid
distance reduces by halfL the method becomes \ times
more accurate; This means that the method is fully
second order;

The acoustic solver is also capable of capturing
conjugate tangential modesL i!e!L it provides an orthogH
onal set of mode shapes for a speciMc frequency; It is
well known that physically there may be two orthogoH
nal mode shapesL called conjugate modesL correspondH
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ing to a single tangential mode frequency9 In an actual
cylindrical combustor- both of these modes have the
same probability of existence9 If both modes coexist
with a ?@ degree phase shift- then a spinning mode is
formed9 Therefore- if a speciBc characteristic frequency
corresponds to two diCerent mode shapes- the acoustic
solver is capable of capturing and identifying both
mode shapes9 Figure  shows computational conjugate
mode shapes for the third tangentialDBrst longitudinal
mode9

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We shall Brst consider eCects of several radial baFe
conBgurations on the acoustic characteristics of a cylinD

Figure &' Tangential distribution of sound pressure level
and wave phase of the 3rst tangential mode in a cylinder7 8
Sound pressure level: 8Phase of channel <: 8Phase of channel
=7

GaH GbH
Figure (' Longitudinalization of the 3rst tangential mode
by radial ba@es7 aA Unba@ed chamberC bA Ba@ed chamber7

drical chamber9 Next- we shall examine the eCect of the
convergent section of the nozzle on the characteristic
mode shapes and frequencies of a combustion chamber9

To study the eCects of baFes and geometry
changes on the acoustic Beld of a combustion chamber-
two major steps must be taken9 First- one should
be able to identify a particular characteristic mode
shape associated with a given chamber characteristic
frequency for the basic chamber geometry without
any baFes9 This preliminary mode shape recognition
is based on the pattern of nodes and antinodes in
the acoustic Beld9 Such a pattern can be easily
created from the numerical results by plotting the
acoustic pressure contours obtained from the acoustic
solver9 However- in the case of experimental results-
we should have a method of identifying the true nodes
and antinodes9 As we have pointed out previously-
the fact that phase angle between the responses from
the moving sensor and any of the stationary sensors

Table -' Exact and computational frequencies for a closed8closed cylinder7

Mode Exact
Coarse Grid Fine Grid Error

ratioFrequency 3Hz6 Error 376 Frequency 3Hz6 Error 376
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changes by :;< degrees as the moving sensor crosses
a node> is used to map the acoustic @eldA Therefore>
comparison of a stationary sensor response with that
of the moving sensor in addition to the sound pressure
level measurements of the moving sensor determines
the location of nodes and antinodes of an acoustic
@eldA Figure 8 shows the sound pressure level of the
@rst tangential mode of a cylindrical chamber measured
by a moving microphone> and its phase change with
respect to two of the stationary microphones located
at two di/erent tangential positions on a cylindrical
combustorA The stationary microphones are positioned
at the opposite sides of the @rst tangential mode nodesA

Figures ;a and ;b show the e/ect of a threeE
bladed radial ba,e on the @rst tangential mode of
a cylindrical chamberA Figure ;a shows that in an
unba,ed chamber> pressure distribution of a pure
transverse mode does not vary in the axial directionA
However> the presence of radial ba,es in a cylindrical
chamber changes characteristic frequencies of lateral
modes of the chamber> and distorts their mode shapes
in the axial direction> as seen in Figure ;bA This e/ect
is known as JlongitudinalizationL of a transverse mode
shapeA

The change of the pressure @eld pattern by the
ba,es> especially at higher mode numbers> makes it
diMcult to identify a transverse mode in a ba,ed
chamber with its counterpart in an unba,ed chamberA
Therefore> the second step in studying the e/ects of
ba,es and geometry changes on the acoustic @eld is to
develop a method to identify a pure transverse mode in
a ba,ed chamber with its counterpart in an unba,ed
chamberA Wicker et"al" O;P have suggested examining

the mode shape pattern in the opposite end of a
ba,ed chamberA This method only works for the @rst
tangential mode> and fails at higher mode numbersA
Figure Q shows the acoustic pressure distributions of
the second pure tangential mode at various locations
along a threeEbladed ba,ed cylindrical chamberA

Figure Qf indicates that pressure contours at the
opposite end of a ba,ed chamber resemble that of the
@rst pure tangential mode> Rsee Figure ;aSA Therefore>
this simple rule may be misleadingA Examining results
of the numerical acoustic solver for pure transverse
and mixed longitudinalEtransverse modes of a ba,ed
and unba,ed cylindrical chamber> we concluded that
a reliable method is to move up in the frequency scale
and examine the mixed mode of the desired transverse
mode with the @rst longitudinal modeA Figure :<
presents acoustic pressure distributions of the mixed
second tangentialE@rst longitudinal mode RL:TUS at
various crossEsections along the axis of a threeEblade
ba,ed cylindrical chamberA Figure :<f shows that the
pressure distribution pattern at the opposite end of
a ba,ed chamber is exactly that of the pure second
tangential mode shapeA Therefore in the characteristic
frequency scale> the pure tangential mode just below
this mode is the second pure tangential modeA Also>
examination of Figure W indicates that the combination
of the @rst longitudinal mode with any pure transverse
mode in a closedEclosed cylindrical chamber creates
the pure transverse mode shape at both ends of the
cylinderA This allows mode recognition for the case of
ba,ed chambers> where the ba,ed end distorts the
acoustic pressure @eld> but at the opposite end> the
unchanged transverse mode shape is still identi@ableA

Figure &' Acoustic pressure distributions of the second tangential mode at various cross4sections5 z7L 9 :a; <=<5 :b; <=<>5
:c; <=?@5 :d; <=@A5 :e; <=B?5 :f; ?=<<=
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Figure &'( Acoustic pressure distributions of the mixed second tangential45rst longitudinal mode at various cross4sections7
z9L ; <a= >?>7 <b= >?>@7 <c= >?AB7 <d= >?BC7 <e= >?DA7 <f= A?>>?

Figure &&( Experimental acoustic spectrum for a cylinder
with diHerent radial baIes with Lb9D;>?KLL?

Radial Ba&e E)ects on a Cylindrical Chamber
Acoustics
To study the e6ects of radial ba8es on the acoustic
:eld of a cylindrical chamber- we have considered three
simple injector face radial ba8e con:gurations? Three-
four and :ve bladed ba8es- each blade extending from
center of the chamber all the way to its wall- with
blade length to chamber diameter ratio ALbCDE of F?GHH
and F?HHH were tested? Figure II presents experiJ
mentally obtained acoustic spectrums of unba8ed and
ba8ed cylindrical chambers with three- four- and :ve
bladed ba8es with LbCD of F?GHH? Table G presents

Figure &)( First tangential mode in a cylinder with C
radial baIes?

numerically and experimentally obtained characteristic
frequencies for the above four cases? There are several
observations that can be made from these results?

It is expected that radial ba8es should have no
e6ect on characteristic frequency of pure longitudinal
modesM this is recon:rmed here? Di6erences in exJ
perimentally measured pure longitudinal characteristic
frequencies for the above cases are within GN- and are
due to minor test cell climate changes as these tests
were conducted over a span of several months?

Reduction of characteristic frequency of tangenJ
tial modes due to radial ba8es has been reported by
several researchers PH- Q-  R? Wicker et"al" P R have
considered cylindrical chambers with three- :ve- and
seven bladed ba8es- and presented the frequency of
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the 9rst pure tangential mode <T>?@ normalized by
that of an unba,ed chamber as a function of the
ba,e length and the number of bladesB Their analysis
predicts a >CD frequency reduction for a threeFbladed
ba,e with LbID of KBLMM@ and reduction of >ND for
a 9veFbladed ba,e with the same lengthB Examining
numerical results given in the second row of Table L@
we see that our numerical calculations resulted in T>
frequency reduction of >KD@ and >MD for the three and
9ve bladed cases@ respectivelyB Present experimental
data show even smaller T> frequency reductions of
RD and SD for the above casesB Meanwhile@ our
experiments show that there is almost no reduction of
frequency between four and 9ve bladed casesB However@
as the ba,e length ratio is increased to KBMMM@ a
considerable frequency reduction for the 9rst tangential
mode is observedB For a 9veFbladed ba,e with LbID
of KBMMM@ our experimental data show a LKD frequency
reduction whereas Wicker et"al" analysis shows an
almost LSD reduction and Laudian et"al" YZ[ reported
a LCD reductionB

These results indicate that increasing the number
of blades beyond three does not signi9cantly reduce
the frequency of the 9rst tangential modeB Closer
examination of the numerical solutions indicates that
increasing the number of blades in a ba,e is e/ective
in localizing the acoustic 9eld and by extension the
combustion response to it@ whereas increasing the
length of blades in a ba,e is e/ective in longitudinalF
ization of tangential modes leading to reduction of their
frequencyB Figure >L presents the acoustic pressure
distribution for the 9rst pure tangential mode in a
cylindrical chamber with a 9veFbladed ba,eB It can
be noticed that the magnitude and the spatial gradient
of the acoustic pressure at the headFend of the motor
is much larger than its counterpart at the other endB

The conjugate spinning modes de9ned in the
previous section are decoupled and do not spin in
ba,ed cylindrical combustorB The ba,e blades creF
ate a barrier causing slight frequency di/erence in

the conjugate waves@ causing them to stop spinningB
Examining the results presented in Table L for T>
mode@ rows > and L@ we see that there are slight
di/erences in the numerical results for all ba,ed casesB
The experimentally observed decoupling for the T>
mode is more pronounced than the numerical resultsB
It is seen either as double peaks for T> mode in
the frequency spectrum of a single channel@ or as
peaks at di/erent frequencies in two di/erent recording
channels@ <see Figure >M?B To see this more clearly@ the
frequency spectrum of the 9veFbladed ba,ed cylinder
is magni9ed near T> mode using responses from three
recording channels and presented in Figure >MB There
is an eleven Hertz di/erence between the two peaks
for the T> modeB Our numerical results indicate
that in the case of ba,ed cylinders@ the di/erence
between conjugate frequencies is usually of the order of
one Hertz@ whereas experimental di/erences are much
largerB This is due to the zero thickness of blades
in numerical simulationsB The blades are actually
modeled as zero normal velocity boundary conditionsB

The modi9cation and eventual disappearance of
the L>T> mixed mode in the experimental results
can be traced in Figure >>B There are two distinct
peaks for LL and L>T> in the unba,ed caseB These
peaks get very close in the case of threeFbladed ba,e@
and the L>T> mode disappears completely in the case
of four and 9ve bladed ba,esB It appears that the
existence of blades has caused a reduction of the

Figure &'( T! mode conjugate frequencies in a cylinder
with 6 radial ba8es9 Channel !; Channel <; Channel =>

Table -( Characteristic frequencies in a cylinder with di?erent radial ba8es with LbADCD><==>

Mode
No Ba'e ( Ba'e ) Ba'e * Ba'e

Numeric Experiment Numeric Experiment Numeric Experiment Numeric Experiment

L6 (778) (() (778( ()6 (778( ((6 (778( ((9

T6 *;689 <=( *(78> *9( *7786 *<) *6(8> *<=

T6 *;689 <=( *(787 *99 *768< *99 *6(8( *96

L7 <))87 <*9 <))86 <)< <))86 <** <))86 <*7

L6T6 <9(8* <>; <(<8* <*< <(*89 ? <()8; ?

L6T6 <9(8* <>; <(<8< <*; <(*8< ? <()8> ?

L7T6 >9(8< >;) >7>8; >); >(;8; >*( >)=8> >*;

L7T6 >9(8< >;) >7;8* >*( >)=8= >*( >)=8; >*;

L( ;<*86 ;>= ;<*8= ;<* ;<*8= ;<= ;<*8= ;<<

T7 ;>=8) ;;= ;7>86 ;)> <;>8> ? 9698) ?

T7 ;>=8) ;;= ;7;8= ;*) ;>=8( ;99 96;8; ?
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Figure &'( Second tangential mode in a cylinder with 0
radial ba2es4

L T characteristic frequency such that this mode
has eventually been eliminated in favor of the more
energetic second pure longitudinal mode. L>? The
numerical solver with its zero thickness baCes and
high resolution does predict this trendD however better
correspondence with experimental data is expected for
Fnite thickness blades?

Further examination of numerical results and
experimental data indicates that there is a major
phenomenon that is not captured or is misrepresented
by the linear analysis. i!e!. the eGect of the four and
FveHbladed baCes on the second pure tangential mode
IT>J? The fourHbladed conFguration appears to Fx the
T> mode in between its blades. and eliminates one of
the conjugates? Experimental data show only one mode
at LMM Hz frequency? The numerical method captures
two conjugate modesD one with the reduced frequency
of NLO?O Hz and the other at LO!?P Hz? There is
>O ?Q Hz diGerence between the numerically predicted
conjugate modes? Clearly the lower frequency mode
is nonphysical and should be discarded? In the case
of FveHbladed baCe there is no experimental sign of
the T> mode. whereas the numerical results show
existence of two conjugate modes at drastically reduced
frequencies of M M?T Hz and M L?L Hz? Examination
of the numerically predicted mode shape for T> in a
FveHbladed baCed cylinder IFigure  TJ indicates that
there is a very large pressure gradient and subsequently
acoustic velocities at the tip of the blades. which
physically violates the small perturbation assumption
of the linear acoustic theory? Therefore. although the
linear analysis makes a prediction. it is not physically
viable? The existence of such large pressure gradients
creates vortical structures that completely damp the
second pure tangential mode in a FveHbladed baCed
cylinder?

Converging Nozzle E,ects on a Combustion
Chamber Acoustics
A typical liquid rocket engine combustor is composed
of a relatively short cylindrical section. and an approH
priately sized nozzle converging section? Compared to
a cylindrical chamber. the converging nozzle section
of a combustor modiFes pure longitudinal modes in
the radial direction. and pure tangential modes in the
longitudinal direction? Numerically obtained acoustic
pressure distributions of the Frst pure tangential and
Frst pure longitudinal modes are shown in Figures  Q
and  N. respectively? The word WpureX is a misnomer.
and is only used in accordance with nomenclature used
for a cylindrical chamber? The converging section of
a combustor results in an across the board increase
of characteristic frequencies of a combustor relative
to a cylinder with the same length and injector plate
diameter? Figure  M presents the acoustic spectrums of
a cylinder and an equivalent combustor? Characteristic
frequencies of these two cases are given in Table P?

Figure &)( Axial variation of acoustic pressure in ;st

tangential mode4

Figure &*( Radial variation of acoustic pressure in ;st

longitudinal mode4
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Figure &'( Acoustic spectrum for a cylinder and combus2
tor3

Figure &)( Axial distribution of L6T6 mode acoustic
pressure in a combustor for di8erent throat diameters:
rthroat!rcombustor ; <"=>

Experimental frequency spectrum <Figure 8?@
indicates that the L8T8 mode has merged with the
LDT8 mode for the combustor geometry considered
hereE This behavior can be understood by performing a
numerical sensitivity analysis of the L8T8 mode shape
behavior as a function of the nozzle throat areaE Figure
8H presents the axial distribution of the L8T8 mode
shape as a function of the nozzle throat areaE As
the throat area becomes smallerI a pressure node is
formed near the throatI making the L8T8 mode shape
similar to the LDT8 mode shapeE The numerical solver
has been able to predict the modiKcation of the L8T8
mode shape due to the nozzle throat changes indicating

Table .( Comparison of numerical and experimental
frequencies in a cylinder and combustor3

Mode
Cylinder Combustor

Numeric Experiment Numeric Experiment

L5 67789 669 6:;8; 9<;

T5 ;>58? @<6 @@<8; @@:

T5 ;>58? @<6 @@<8; @@:

L7 @9987 @;? @>;86 ?77

L5T5 @?68; @:> >?>8@ >;?

L5T5 @?68; @:> >?>8@ >;?

L6 >@;85 >:< 5<<?8> 5<69

T7 >:<89 >>< 5<;;8> 5<@6

T7 >:<89 >>< 5<;;8> 5<@6

that any mode shape changes can be captured by
the numerical solver as long as the corresponding
geometrical changes are included in the modelE Recall
that in the case of ba,ed cylindrical chambersI we had
zero thickness ba,es and the existence of ba,es was
implemented as a zero velocity boundary conditionE

CONCLUSIONS
An experimental setup capable of mapping the entire
chamber acoustic Keld and a three dimensional Knite
volume acoustic solver were developed to study the
e/ects of radial ba,es and nozzle geometry changes
on the combustion chamberLs acoustic KeldE An experM
imental technique for mode shape recognitionI based
on measured acoustic pressure amplitudes and phase
changes between the moving and stationary sensorsI
and a method to identify pure and mixed transverse
modes in a ba,ed chamber have been developed and
used in this studyE Radial ba,es with threeI four and
Kve bladesI with blade length to chamber diameter
ratios <LbND@ of PEDQQ and PEQQQ were testedE We
have shown that the classical reduction of characteristic
frequency of tangential modes due to radial ba,es is
due to longitudinalization of tangential modesI and is a
function of the blade lengthI and is weakly dependent
on the blade numbersE HoweverI increasing the number
of blades in a ba,e is e/ective in localizing the acoustic
Keld and by extensionI the combustion response to itE
Also conjugate spinning modes are decoupledI and do
not spin in any ba,ed combustor independent of the
number of bladesE On the other handI the converging
nozzle section of a combustion chamber modiKes pure
longitudinal modes in the radial directionI and pure
tangential modes in the longitudinal directionE It also
causes an across the board increase of characteristic
frequencies of a combustor relative to a cylinder with
the same length and injector plate diameterE ExisM
tence of some mixed tangentialMlongitudinal modes in
a combustor is dependent on the ratio of the nozzle
throat diameter to the combustor head plate diameterE
The numerical acoustic solver is capable of capturing
all of the above phenomenaE HoweverI it cannot
completely replace experimental testingE Experimental
data indicate that four and KveMbladed radial ba,es
may have nonlinear e/ects on some of the higher pure
and mixed tangential modes that cannot be captured
by the linear analysisE Given the inherent shortcomings
of a linear analysisX the three dimensional Knite volume
solver can be a very e/ective and cost saving tool
for geometrical parametric studies in the hands of an
informed scientistE
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